Abstract: The problem of finding reducts plays an important role in processing
Basic concepts
Let us give some necessary concepts that are used in this paper. The concepts and facts given in this section can be found in [1, 3] .
Firstly, we summarize some basic concepts in rough set theory [3] . An Information System (IS) is defined as ( ) IS , , , U A V f = in which U is the finite and non-empty set of objects; A is the finite and non-empty set of attributes; , For any , u U a A ∈ ∈ , we will denote the value of the attribute a on the object u by ( ) a u instead of ( ) { }   ( ) 
Conversely, DS is inconsistent.
If R C ⊆ satisfies the conditions below:
According to P a w l a k [3] , the reduct of Definition 1.2 is called a REDuct based on a positive region (RED). Let ( ) RED C be the set of all reducts of C. In the view point of relation database theory, R is a reduct of C, if R satisfies the functional dependency
In the next content, we introduce some basic concepts of relational database theory [1] . Let (1) ( ) 
is called a family of minimal sets of the attribute a over s. Similarly, the set
is called a family of minimal sets of the attribute a over r.
Recall that a family
K are Sperner-systems over R. Let K be a Sperner-system. We defined the set 1 − K , as follows:
It is easy to see that 1 − K is a Sperner-system on R, too. If K is a Spernersystem over R as a set of all minimal keys of relation r (or the relation scheme s), then 1 − K is the set of subsets of R, which does not contain the elements of K and which is maximal for this property, 
Results
In real problems, the decision tables often contain inconsistent objects which have the same values on the conditional attribute, but different values on the decision attribute. These decision tables are called inconsistent decision tables. However, based on a data preprocessing step, we can convert the inconsistent decision tables to consistent decision tables by deleting inconsistent objects in an inconsistent decision. .
D H ⊆
Step 0. We set ( ) Step 1. Using Algorithm 2.1, we calculate 1
Step i+1. 
Step 1. From r we construct the equality system
Step 2. From r
Step 3. Using Algorithm 2.2, we calculate K from ( )
Step 4. We set 
is a Sperner-system over C. Conversely, if K is a Sperner-system over C then there esists a consistent decision table
It is obvious that ( )
as follows.
We set
We can see that 2) The time complexity of the problem of finding all reducts is not less than exponential with respect to the number of attributes of DS. Suppose that
We construct the partition on C according to Lemma 2.5. We construct H and K according to Lemma 2.5. We can see that 
